Brenda Brewer: Good day all and welcome to CCT-RT Meeting #8 on 20 April @ 13:00 UTC!

As a reminder, this call will be recorded.

Carlos Raul G.: Good morning

Carlton Samuels: Morning Carlos, morning all

Jonathan Zuck: I'm back to a modern internet connection! yay!

Carlos Raul G.: @Jonathan define <modern>

Gaongalelewe: good day all & fearless leader

Calvin Browne 2: afternoon all

Calvin Browne 2: <=second iteration of me ;-)

Brian Aitchison: 9041 = second iteration of me : -)

Carlton Samuels: Hi Pam, can you confirm the passcode for the audio bridge?

Carlton Samuels: I called the US tool free via Skype

Carlton Samuels: Just getting music

Kaili Kan: Good evening!

Alice Jansen: we are hearing a lot of background noise. please mute if you are not speaking.

Waudo Siganga: I'd like to join next week's consumer trust call - please send me the link

Megan Richards: sorry was delayed by another meeting. in now

Waudo Siganga: the audio volume is too low

Alice Jansen: @ Waudo, we will make sure to send you details.

Waudo Siganga: Thnaks Alice

Pamela Smith 2: Gao, Fabro, Waudo, Carlton, I will enable mics for you.

Fabro Steibel: ok
Fabro Steibel: done, and muted

Carlos Raul G.: @Margie hope it remains separate, but in fact it is not if we look literally at the AoC

WHOIS is a sub-chapter of 9.3

Carlton Samuels: @Margie: What you say is my understanding. I think CCT pitches up on WHOIS only to the extent it comes with trust

Waudo Siganga: OK. I'm actually attending another meeting in a hotel so I've come to the lobby for the call. There's background lounge music so I'll only use the mic if absolutely necessary else I will use the chat as much as possible.

Carlos Raul G.: so we should be very clear in the definition of the boundaries between CCT and WHOIS

Gaongalelwe: thanks Pam. I had realised I'd been silenced

Carlton Samuels: @Jordyn: I would disagree nothing has come of WHOIS reviews!

Carlton Samuels: I have spent my entire ICANN engagement in this area. What is missing is rigorous enforcement and compliance action!

Calvin Browne 2: +1 on that Jordyn

Carlton Samuels: And yes, I DO NOT believe in bouncing the rubble! All the WHOIS work that is useful is already done.

Laureen Kapin: Jordyn -- I agree with your observation about needing to carefully consider how we approach the WhoIS issues through the lens of consumer trust and new gTLDs..

Jordyn A Buchanan: Carlton--the reason there's not rigorous enforcement is because there's not hing resembling community consensus in the topic area. It's a topic on which we have a lot of practices and very little formal policy.

Carlos Raul G.: @Brian, @Magie In the abuse report is fine, I was referring to the AoC as the basic document which sets the relationship between CCT and WHOIS

Carlos Raul G.: so we should recognize and carefully delimitate this relation
Carlos Raul G.: ????

Jordyn A Buchanan: "Silence"

Carlton Samuels: No audio

Carlton Samuels: Aaah now its back

Carlos Raul G.: back

Pamela Smith 2: JOnathan, you were muted for amoment. Not sure how.

Karen Mulberry: I did

Brian Aitchison: yes heard you

Dejan Djukic: me to

Calvin Browne 2: i heard it

Carlton Samuels: Hearing you OK. Just the first two lines or so

Megan Richards: got the last bit

Carlton Samuels: @Staff has a good page up for info

Carlton Samuels: @Eleeza: Thanks for the info

Megan Richards: sorry keep losing you. something wrong with my connection

Eleeza Agopian: sure

Carlton Samuels: I will get back to Michele

Karen Lentz: Re: addressing Registrar SG - glad to do this - we had offered it in the previous round of econ study also

Carlton Samuels: @Karen: Suggest you reach Michele directly and

Karen Lentz: @ Carlton thanks

Carlton Samuels: @Jonathan Drew sent a doc...OK its up

Jordyn A Buchanan: Can add that to the agenda, Stan.

Carlton Samuels: @Stan: Systematic collection! That IS my queey
Carlton Samuels: *query!

Carlton Samuels: I could not tell what was the objective here.

Megan Richards: Stan will we be able to extrapolate results once we get some representative areas?

Laureen Kapin: I agree that how to be systematic in how we look at data and collect it is appropriate for discussion with the broader group.

Waudo Siganga: Every ICANN region has an umbrella CCTLD organization. Could these CENTR questions be generalised and presented to the regionals organizations?

Carlton Samuels: @Jonathan: Yes. Let's first decide what questions we want the data to validate.

Then we identify the data elements necessary before we talk about source

Carlton Samuels: ..or even if we want to triangulate by using multiple sources

Carlton Samuels: @Stan: indeed. For methodology of the data collection will inform decision about triangulating from multiple sources.

Megan Richards: best that the request comes from the review team not ICANN staff

Gaongalelwe: @Waudo, that might be a good idea

Gaongalelwe: @Megan... I agree

Carlos Raul G.: Agree with Megan

Alice Jansen: It's 6 weeks away : -)

Megan Richards: since we will be in Washington would it be useful to have NTIA speak to team on AoC review intentions, views?

Alice Jansen: @ Jordyn, happy to work with you on work plan

Carlton Samuels: @Laureen: Safeguard & Trust subteam have some action items we should seek to put to bed ASAP. Then when we get to DC we would wish to ensure the subteam has a panoramic view of safeguards and the trust issue.

Fabro Steibel: @Laureen @Carlton happy to help
Carlton Samuels: @Laureen: +1. Compliance data eval is a definite objective.

Jamie Hedlund: @Megan - that's a great idea. I'd be happy to reach out to Larry and Fiona and see if they'd be willing/available.

Eleeza Agopian: Re: compliance. We are already tracking several metrics related to compliance. Happy to discuss others, but would draw your attention here: [https://www.icann.org/resources/reviews/cct/metrics#compliance](https://www.icann.org/resources/reviews/cct/metrics#compliance)

Carlton Samuels: @Eleeza: Thanks for this reminder.

Megan Richards: just an idea. don't want to take up too much of our limited time but might be useful.

Carlton Samuels: @Jonathan: Oh yes. Was aware of these.

Laureen Kapin 2: Eleeza can you place the link on our Safeguards Wiki reading list?

Eleeza Agopian: @Laureen: happy to!

Carlton Samuels: Just for us to decide which ones relate directly (and indirectly) to safeguards and trust.

Drew Bagley: +1

Jordyn A Buchanan: Seems like helpful context.

Calvin Browne 2: should be useful

Jamie Hedlund: Happy to defer to the Chair to reach out to NTIA!

Carlos Raul G.: Ted Cruz?

Carlos Raul G.: :)

Jamie Hedlund: Anything for Mr. Chairman!

Calvin Browne 2: lol

Megan Richards: Donald trump

Brian Aitchison: haha

Carlos Raul G.: If The Cahirman is in DC it would be intersting eyw
Brian Aitchison: would get us some media coverage!

Fabro Steibel: We do have an impeachment in Brazil in case you want some intense moments!

Pamela Smith 2: Y'all are feeling kinda punchy aren't you

Fabro Steibel: nope.

Carlos Raul G.: no probelms

Gaongalelwe: #donaldtrump!ðŸ˜'

Gaongalelwe: @Brian i agree on media covearge

Kaili Kan: Thanks. Bye!

Brian Aitchison: thank you!

Karen Mulberry: Thanks

Calvin Browne 2: bye all

Megan Richards: hope you're feeling better, jonathan

Dejan Djukic: Thank you!

Carlton Samuels: Thanks all

Carlton Samuels: See ya

Drew Bagley: Thanks